
PRODUCTIVE PRACTICES    Operatory Stools

DOCTOR'S / HYGIENE STOOLS
   

Productive Practices is a leader in providing health and efficiency solutions for the 
dental and medical professionals. Inspired by quality, 'best of breed' products, our 
mission is to continue to develop products that are focused on   Ensuring Health and 
Efficiency Through Productive Practices! 

ErgoPro Straddle

The ErgoPro Straddle is
ergonomically designed
straddle stool, offering

forward and backward tilt.
The ErgoPro Straddle

allows the practitioner the
ability to sit higher, which

positions the spine in a
neutral position with your
legs under you with your
heals firmly on the floor.
The sleek “saddle shaped

seat” and smaller base
allows for easy mobility
and access to the patient.

ErgoPro 321

The ErgoPro 321
combines unparalleled
support with an elegant
design. Its mechanism is

the core of the stool's
ability to adjust to an
individual's personal
seating requirements.

Spring seat tilt and back tilt
allows total control.

The backrest and entire
stool can be individually

adjusted for height.

321 w/Relax & Hydro
Arms

Available shoulder support
system offers relief to the

neck and back, while
providing full range of

motion for both arms. The
"Relax" and "Hydro"
support Arms swing

laterally side-to-side and
telescope forward and

back. The Hydro adds a
third dimension through its
tension-adjustable up and

down motion.



ASSISTANT'S STOOLS
          

  

 

 ALL STOOLS ARE AVAILABLE IN STANDARD AND
ULTRALEATHER VINYLS

FOR INFORMATION AND PRICING
CONTACT: CORNERSTONE DENTAL SERVICES

TREVOR MITCHELL 

# 519-833-4487

EMAIL: trevormcornerstone@gmail.com

ErgoPro Assistant

The Assist is
ergonomically designed

with the Assistant in mind.
The chair combines

unparalleled support.  The
seat and back

independently tilts with the
body to allow support and

neutralizes the spine.
ErgoPro Assistant is

equipped with an Assistant
Arm, foot ring and Chrome
base.   A one touch lever is
used for the correct height

adjustment.

Assist 2

Ergonomically designed
ErgoPro Assist 2 offers and
alternative to the ErgoPro
Assistant Stool.  Featured

with a stationary seat
without a back rest.  One

touch lever allows the
height adjustment to meet
the need for proper height.

ErgoPro Assist 2 is
equipped with an Assistant
Arm, foot ring and chrome

base.
Available Backrest Option.

Assist Straddle

Ergonomically designed
offering forward and
backward tilt.  The

ErgoPro Assistant Straddle
stool allows the Assistant
the ability to sit higher,

which positions the spine
in a neutral position, with
your legs under you and
your heals firmly on the
floor.  The sleek “saddle
shaped seat” and smaller

base allows for easy
movability and access to

the patient.


